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In and Out of Time
“It is not for kings, O Lemuel, it is not for
kings to drink wine; nor for princes strong
drink: Lest they drink, and forget the law,
and pervert the judgment of any of the afflicted. Give strong drink unto him that is
ready to perish, and wine unto those that be
of heavy hearts. Let him drink, and forget his
poverty, and remember his misery no more.”
Poverbs 31: 4-7

Holy BIBLE KJV

No hope no expectations
No thought no fear
Mental and emotional health and stability
Money doesn’t matter
I call it active meditation
Exercise the principles of mind control
and watch all your dreams come true
Forget those who do you wrong, I
Who don’t support the good
Remember them who do you good, chose to
Remembering only those who did you good
can apply to any time in history.
In the Holy Qu’ran, it says those who did no righteous
deeds, it’s as though they never existed
Only righteousness should be remembered
The avalanche of thoughts
Learn to turn off your thoughts
Thought is animation
Forgetfullness
It doesn’t affect me because I now understand
the machination of the mind
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Mind control is time control and emotional control
and stability
Stabilize the mind
it’s like an army of negativity, an endless magnitude;
the multitude
I’m near
Forward progress
Gender is based on degrees of aggression
We move with the music
I mastered the mind manipulation
We’re connected to a community through memory
Because of emotions people can overreact and commit
violent crimes that can land them in prison for the rest
of their lives
Expectation vs anticipation
I got these mind control techniques which helps me
keep my emotions under control during these tumultuous times
They can’t say I didn’t try
The mind is like water
A certain indifference you get as a result of suffering
depression (a blessing of sorts)
Which is obtained through an insurmountable trial
The last vestiges
Fear is associated with memories of pain of potential
pain, failure, negativity,
Whilst courage memories of pleasure, victory, or potential victory, glory, success, etc.
Memories of Pain
in and out of time
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When the mind slows down, times moves faster,
or speeds up
An immovable awareness
Power is about manipulation
Thoughts manipulate emotions.
Therefore, thoughts have power over emotions.
In order to control the body you must first manipulate
the mind.
Electric power, will power, force, manipulation.
The push, the nudge. Telekinesis; kenetic potential
biological bioelectric magnetism wireless force, the mind
attracts and repels
Influence is a sort of wireless power working on the
mind using the body’s potential energy stimulating the
mind’s mental energy
The minds mental capacity is based on the thought’s
information and understanding.
Practice, experience, experiment, implementation
Emotions nudge the mind in a certain body acting on
the body’s potential energy stored in the trillions of cells
contained in it’s organic structure
The emotional impact or “hit,” a devastating blow to the
mind and body contained in the static awareness of the
soul stored as memory information to be instantaneously accessed at will based on need,
or relevence
Static awareness is the mind’s awareness or knowing of
all things in all time at all times.
Based on their mind’s exposure to certain things in the
physical or dream (etherical) world be it real or imagined, they’re all part of our awareness.
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The inability to control ones emotions is the greatest cause
of ones demise
No cause no effect
No cause no action
The penitentiary is full of people who couldn’t control
their emotions. Logic helps but itsn’t the complete answer
How to overcome static awareness
The mind is programmed and deprogrammed constantly.
Updated with new information
Everything a conscious human being does is by choice
Static awareness is affected primarily by observation
The mind is also affected by observation
Sometimes we spend so much time studying philosophy
we never find out own.
Static Awareness
We’re aware of all time at all times based on our knowledge and awareness
The tree and me
The Orgins of Hate
It is difficult not to judge based on past behavior when the
current behavior is persistent due to static awareness
You judge based on present information.
Also information presented to you.
No thoughts
No emotions
No desires
No problems
You can turn off a thought asssociated with a particular
sense
Don’t let thoughts roam freely through the mind.
They must be contained and controlled.
they tresspass your emotional territory
turn off your thoughts, turn off your emotions

www.ignigma.com
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When you turn off your thoughts
You’ll be Free from partiality, free from bias, free from
prejudice, free from racism, free from hate
thoughts get in the way of progress
You perpetuate stimulation
You perpetrate activation
Get off the horse
Live outside the moment
All experience exist as thoughts
nouns in action
The mind is not thought. Thoughts is a place to store data;
locations, places, things, people, situations. It’s a world
map and world view of all data collected by the five senses
processed by the mind for your entire existence.
Consciousness and awareness are always on.
We categorize everything we see
We associate based on perceived significance
Langston hughes said to hold fast to dreams.
But, we can also hold fast to nightmares
How to recalibrate the mind
In regards to particular interests and desires
Time is associated with motion; emotions
Emotions therefore must be associated with time
Ment and mental
Thoughts are breaths to the mind
As a teen, I stumbled across the reality of the possibility of
being emotionless and the focus it brings. I sought to rediscover this reality and understand its science and machinations to be utilized for my benefit and forward progress.
Also to learn how to turn it on and turn it off at wil. To
increase my chances of success in what ever it is I’m doing
at a particular time.
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All animals exist to serve human need
They’re in agony
They’re vexed
They contort and construe their faces in demonstrative
ways
Manipulation is when you react to outside controlled
stimuli
React to nothing unless your life depends upon it; or
your success
All power derives from the mind
There’s a competition for your attention
No one in the history of earth can control the past except
in the telling of history
Control your emotions by controlling your thoughts
There is always a solution to a problem
I discovered the true essence of superiority. Those happy
are superior to those who are miserable. The learned are
superior to the ignorant.
Mind control patience and perseverance
We work for the ultimate goal of happiness
To smile is to insinuate to the mind happiness
Memories don’t exist outside of time
God stretched out the heavens with His understanding.
Time exists in the mind. Exists outside the mind
Thinking thoughts causes one to age prematurely
In and out of time
I never understood the inner workings of consciousness,
awareness and thought
Most would assume they’re all the same but they are not
The maxim of out of sight out of mind
One benefit of mind control is the ability to get over

in and out of time
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the past. To eliminate anger, hate, bias and prejudice
instantaneously. All are due to memories and thoughts
and our preconceived notions.
Thought is a noun
To think is a verb
A verb is action or a state of being
The thought is based on a real or imagined person,
place or thing with emotional attachments.
My Philosophical purpose is to liberate the proponent
of the burden of the emotional agony caused by anger,
stress, hate, anxiety, and worry. It gives you command
and control over your own mind, thus your thoughts
and your thinking capacity and ultimately your emotional states which are subjected to your thoughts and
memories.
Memories can be enemies
They (can) act against your best interests in achieving
your desired goals at a particular time and place. Fear
acts to sabotage your dreams and asperations undre the
auspicies of some biological primitive instinct of selfpreservation. Fear like all other emotions is a choice.
No thoughts no fear
love is awareness
We love hate in order to feel needed
The mind does more than think
I consider thought as contemplating, on a particular
subject at a particular time and place
Direct and deliberate
Thoughts are nouns; persons, places things or ideas
occupying time and space in the universe
Free from thought, free from hate
The past or future doesn’t exist in physical reality,
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only in the mind
We’re taught to think
Memories are subjected to association in current reality
Thought is a choice
Your mental stability and well-being are at stake.
(they depend on your ability to control your own mind
and thinking)
Anger and other emotions are manufactured by
thoughts and reactions to them
Propaganda becomes thought collectively
Love is the default emotional state (free from thoughts)
Blacks and Whites hate each other because of what
happened in the past or what we’re told allegedly occurred in the past. Thoughts effect our emotional states
towards love or hate courage or fear, trust, etc. Whites
never reconciled or paid reparations and continue the
oppression to this very day.
Awareness vs thought
Static awareness
thoughts, information and experience make you aware.
Can you have false unfounded awareness based on
deception?
Determine your own awareness
The truth determines awareness
A self-induced ignorance defeats awareness
Whites don’t deserve hatred. They tried to annihilate
Negroes and failed. Logically Blacks should stay far
away from them to prevent them from doing it again.
Especially if you don’t have the means of defending
yourself.
Fear derives from thought (mind control)
Mind control
www.ignigma.com
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The illusion of thoughtlessness
No hope
No expectation
Think and communicate without words
God communicates in a language we can’t comprehend
Parables and allegory, situations and experience.
Morals
Thoughts are usually based on previous experiences
Thoughts can also be based on falsehood, imaginaiton
It isn’t bound by time or objective reality
It’s the only basis of seduction and deception, manipulation.
All emotions are based on time and thought
There is no time, there are no thought
Thoughts based on information (acquired)
Actions are based on thoughts or information
Control your emotions by controlling your thoughts
How to control your thoughts
you must purge your thoughts altogether
you do this by finding a stationary object
focus on the object and replace your thoughts
with the ambient noise of the enviornment
you’ll become one with the enviornment
forgetting all thoughts and memories
the difference between focus and thought
focus on the objective at hand. Don’t think about it.
Concentrated attention is focus
Divide objects on different layers and move insignificant
ones to the background and focus on the most important.
From this perspective all are frequencies distinguished only
by the different senses to be processed by the mind
there are audio and visual frequencies
audio visual stimuli
become one with surrounding frequencies
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The benefits
Eliminate hate and anger, negativity
by controlling your thoughts
Live without thoughts.
Live without fear, anger and hate
Memories, the mind doesn’t distinguish between
memories or dreams and physical reality,
imagination and hallucinations
they’re all fantasies
thoughts, hopes and expectations are intertwined
Falsified memories of history
Education acts as memory which can be based on
falsehood
Education gives us a memory of the past
Purge the mind of all thoughts
You’ll find yourself too busy not thinking
Tto think about thoughts
Free from thoughts
A victim of thought
Bias and prejudice are based on thoughts, also racism.
Thoughts of the past
Thoughts and desires
The mind never rests
The cure for all ailments
Empowerment, elevation, motivation
objectivity is love
All that moves is the mind
The righteous are superior to the wicked
All due to choices; self-determinaiton
The polite and well mannered
are superior to the ill-mannered and vile
based on how you interpret circumstance

in and out of time
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The happy righteous mind is associated with the will of
God and misery and selfishness are associated with Satan
“To eat and drink from the fruit of your own labor and be
merry. That’s the gift from God”
They inflict pain and manipulate the mind. Promise reward or threaten with death to control the mind
Thoughtlessness
You can attain happiness without physical acquisition
The past doesn’t exist
I knew the possibility exited of controlling your own
thoughts
Thoughts affect emotions
you must recalibrate your mind
True lies
Emotions exist in time.
Time is in the mind.
Eliminate time
Eliminate emotions.
The growth and development of the flesh.
The flesh is replenished through reproduction.
The function of the mind, the function of the flesh
Capabilities
The purpose of the mind is to ensure the proper navigation
of the body in which it dwells.
You are what you believe
The five senses affect the mind
and trigger thoughts and emotions
Santa Claus is real
We lean on data from past situations commonly known as
thoughts to judge current situations and people. This is the
root of all prejudices. Without such data, we’re forced to
judge people and situations based on their own merits or
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imperical data free from prejudice. Thoughts are nouns
Success is in doing
The collective mind control history
As with most things
the more you practice the better you’ll become
with enough practice, mind control will become second
nature similar to breathing

www.ignigma.com
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Cultural Slave
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Because you’re in western
civilizaion
you think you’re free
but you’re a slave to the
culture
subjected to someone
else’s behavior
someone else’s style
someone else’s ideas
you’re gone wild
we are spiritual beings
an individual
when you take on those
thoughts
you’re not individual
a replication
a duplication
society’s imagination
a slave to the music
you’re following the leader
peer pressure
not that voice deep inside
what about your thoughts
your ideas about life
that you hide
you coincide
replace them with someone
else’s thoughts
transplanted them into
your mindthats your fault
you volunteer, participate, you behave
partly because you’re
afraid
that alone is what makes
you a slave
all around America
they’re embracing the same
thoughts
they dress, they act, they
look
like everyone else
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who’s an individual
capable of embracing and
demonstrating
their own thoughts?
scared to think your
thoughts,
be yourself, you’re afraid
this is the land of the
free
home of the brave
but its also the land of
the cultural slave
Assimilate, emulate
simulate
stimulate, participate
its too late
hypnotize chant your spell
create hell
still locked up in them
jail cells
braggin’
60 years old and your
pants still saggin’
now you’re runnin’ around
with tight pants
mohawks and tight fades
you might as well live in
a cave
if you allow society mainstream culture
to dictate how you behave
you’re nothin’ but a slave
“from the cradle to the
grave”
..........................
.......

cultural slave
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The Weakest Link

You’re only as rich as your poorest members.
Regardless of how healthy your bodily organs are,
if one is ill, it could mean the death of the entire body.
This also holds true to nations.
Even if the majority populations are thriving
the conditions of the minority population can hinder or
stop the growth of the whole.
Every nation on earth is judged by crime and poverty.
Less crime equates to a safer environment.
Less poverty means more opportunity
It isn’t judged by wealthy people prospering.
You will seldom enter a third world country
and not find leadership stealing the resources
or the disparity between the haves and have nots.
The earth as a whole has an abundance of resources
There really isn’t a poor nation in actual reality.
You often find the nations without resources lending
money to the nations abundant in resources,
mortgaging their mineral wealth for paper dollars.
I ascertain the true weak links in society
perpetuate poverty and hoard the resources.
A link relates to the functioning of a system.
The chain connects two or more gears in order
to facilitate, distribute or transfer power perpetually.
The bicycle, engine and body politic all utillize chains.
A great example of equitable distribution is the sun.
It transfers power and energy to the earth.
Imagine if it were petty in it’s distribution.
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All the sun does is gives and shines.
It profits and prospers the earth.
It isn’t petty or selfish.
The more you give the more you shine.
Imagine if the the sun darkens for just one day.
The artificially induced poverty caused by the tenth.
Being poor is a disability in America.
You lack access to the splendors, even the museums
so we rob and kill to get ahead.
This is why MLK adovocated for a guaranteed income.
The society must insure the health and well-being
of all it’s members in order to survive.
It is in the best interest of the whole of a society
to empower the weak, logically.
To enrich the poor.
In order to ensure future longevity
for the entirety of the society.
The imbalanced ship will sink and fall.
It will fail.
Hence the Titanic.
The weakest link is the leadership
who perpetuate poverty.
The chain is made of many links
which all must have equal strength
in order to ensure the continual function.
If one link is incapable or inadequate in it’s operation,
it can jeopardize or disrupt the entire system.
If intentional, it is criminally sabotaged.
The mechanics does this to juice the customers
for more many for unnecessary repairs.
These mechanics and engineers who ultimately benefits
The government does this also to it’s tax payers.
On a deeper level, to manufacture a criminal population

the weakest link
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born from neglect and poverty in order to justify the
need for a prison slave population.
They sabotaged the chain.
They’re supporting the dilapidation and stagnation
of society by not repairing the damaged chain.
We must identify the perpetrators of this sabotage
using dialectical analysis.
The lucrative government subsidized corporations/LLCs
donate a portion of the profits to their own foundations
to be distributed to not for profit 501c3 corporations
in order to avoid paying taxes.
They don’t give money to individuals
only to other corporations.
American corporations doing business in China
give up 51 percent of their businesses,
to support the people of China
yet don’t support the people of their own country.
Because the US government doesn’t mandate
or make it mandatory policy.
They hide behind corporate protection
hoarding the resources
the ones entrusted with the equal distribution of such
are the weak links.
The ignoble guardians. Incompetence and nepotism
The results of this $22 trillion national debt.
I can’t imagine how they ran the tab to $22 trillion
The US is pimping it’s citizens out for exploitation
by foreign and domestic corporations,
especially the slave prison market.
People are waiting to be employed by a corporation.
I wasn’t consulted when they passed out $16 trillion to
American and European banks and corporations in 2012.
They left my community to starve
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and convicted us for eating each other.
The government sells lottery tickets.
Everyone has a right to self-determination
In America, money is the law and makes the laws.
Poor people can’t afford attorneys
so they are victimized by the law.
it relates to economics, poverty, crime and homelessness
and the way money is distributed
and the rights of the corporations.
Corporations have the same rights as people
except the right to vote in elections.
They have more rights of wealth and to own property
Because of the New Deal by FDR,
the government is mandated to distribute tax payer’s
money to corporations and banks to boost the economy
and prevent another Great Depression.
faith in the American people to pay back the debts
Also. banks and corporations can bankrupt at the expense of the tax payers.
Trump promoted this wealth building technique
which allowed them to keep all the liquid assets
from a bankruptcy.
People in the US cannot get money directly from their
government to enhance their personal endeavors and
aspirations, including educational. They must go through
a 501c3 not for profit corporation or must take out loans
from municipality and county land banks or corporation
banks with high interest rates. Yet the government is allowed to take money directly from people’s income.
Corporations have more rights in the US and more ability to achieve financial success then natural people.
Seeing this as a reality, many shrewd individuals form
corporations and use the laws to build wealth,

www.ignigma.com
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Former vice prisident Dick Chaney used his privite
corportaiton Halliburton to seize billions in government
contracts to “rebuild” Iraq.
Illinois governor Rauner profited from privite prisons f
based on Trumps immigration politicies.
The US allows foreign and domestic corporations
to exploit their own citizens with little protection.
The US encourages exploitation their own citizens.
pimping and prostitution.
Corporation to exploited this nation for centuries.
There is a guaranteed income for the rich and disabled
Many corporations, due to the lucrative US bankruptcy
laws, went into business with intentions to fail.
to spend what you don’t earn is stealing.
Squandering
Inflation is the annual interest on the naitonal debt
owed to the Federal Reserve.
If you spent $200 billion a year for wars.
It would take 110 years to spend $22 trillion
without gaining any profit.
White supremacy costed the US $22 trillion
It is as though the last 80 years never happened
The fully subsidized farming industry has drained the US
tax payer for billions in free money.
also the many wars
Sun Tzu said it cost $1 million pieces of gold a day
to wage war
America lost $22 trillion in 17 years.
how many minutes are in 17 years? 8935200 minutes
$22,000,000,000,000 / 8935200 = $2,462,172
you have to lose around $2.5 million a minute for 17
years to lose $22 trillion
That is $3,545,527,680 a day
$24,818,693,760 a week
$106,365,830,400 a month
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$1,294,117,603,200 a year
what would I have done with $22 trillion?
One could have nationalized education
and paid off all the student loan debt and mortgages
American tastes exceed its budget
how I would pay the $22 trillion debt. I would make
every major corporation and municipality pay it off. $1
billion each
losing money is like losing water
the negligence of not fixing the leak
White privilege drug america down into $22 trillion
hole. Is it really worth it? A deficit is when your expenses
are greater then your profits. The biggest expense in the
US is white privilege. White males has cost this country
trillions of dollars and the world billions of lost lives due
to unnecessary wars, pollution and poverty. They must
be made to repay all that they have stolen and have been
allowed to steal since the inception of the US and the
New Deal. This is Divine justice. You reap that which
you have sown.
A totalitarian failure
National Socialism of America
The creation of the majority and minority classes based
on Hitlers national socialism color classification
All the resources go towards the preferred nationalities,
the majorities or desirables ones,
minority means less important or undesirable
Color classification demographics allows the government
to be extremely precise in distributing the wealth and
resources to the majorities while simultaneously depriving, exterminating, oppressing and disenfranchising the
minorities
Corporations can own corporations that own corporate
equities, securities or holdings to reduce liability

the weakest link
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(responsibility) from otherwise criminal embezzlers
Credit is the privilege of spending what you don’t have
with the faith and trust that you’ll pay it back
with future profit or gain (interest).
Credit usually becomes debt
Debt could also arise from certain obligations, agreed or
not, via taxes, fees, tickets, fines, judgements, etc.
The so-called people according to the ordinance of 1787
when they divided the native american land after the
american revolution mandated that the residents are
responsible for the national debt.
the idea of conquering countries for their resources in
order to feed your own citizens is part of Hitler’s national
socialism
the ordainance of 1787 gave americans the right to conquer native lands through “just wars”
Forcing unqualified and unskilled white males into positions of power and authority. They end up embezzling
billions and driving the corporations into bankruptcy
and foreclosure.
Booker T Washington said they start off robbing Blacks
and end up robbing their own people worse
Certain mandatory steps and procedures are necessary
before attaining positions of power and authority.
In the US, the only prerequisite to advance is white skin.
Prehistoric antiquated philosophy centuries outdated
Fueldalism and tribalism under the auspices, Guised as
democracy and capitalism. Really national socialism.
They’re living beyond their means
JFK saying the Press was the only business protected
by the constitution would have jeopardized corporate
welfare subsidized banks and corporations
had he not been assassinated
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He said think not what your country can do for you,
he was talking to the corporate welfare receivers
We’re financing European and US corporations without our consent or involvement or our awareness and
is legal
We’re not sharing in any of the profit of these private
corporations unlike China which nationalizes all
corporations and shares the dividends with all of its
citizens.
While the US is busy enriching corporations and
shareholders who don’t share the crumbs with Lazarus.
Artificially induced poverty and wealth
The US adopted national socialistic principles into
the New Deal which still permeates throughout this
society today.
America neglecting negroes
is to a parent neglecting it’s children.
Usually the parents are imprisoned
and the children are given foster homes.
Criminal negligence and child endangerment
A parent who starves and neglects their children;
Who gives the children’s food to dogs
Blacks aren’t allowed sustained growth in america.
Every genereation we’re forced to start over or reboot
from scratch (with no memory of past developments).
after the goverment destroys or sabotages our movements
No other group in the US had to start over as many
times as Blacks
Politic pimping

www.ignigma.com
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What is keeping blacks from rising is pettiness and sin In
order to eliminate poverty,
you must be willing to sacrifice and share.
Poverty is the result of nepotism and greed.
National socialism, concentration camps and ghettoes
The talented tenth negroes drank up the money
Corporations donated money
for negro improvement to no avail.
There’s more gangs than economic development
People of the same skin usually victimize each other
they are abused by the people closest in proximity
true freedom is poverty
pettiness prevails, abounds
MLK lead a movement to end poverty
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The Flesh
I woke up yearning
this feeling keeps calling
my mind keeps stalling
it keeps me from falling
for the flesh
the spirit knows best
there’s bigger things in this world
than the flesh
bottom line
I got things to do in the morning
I can’t keep going everytime
the flesh pulls me
no more time
recognize this
everything you do
revolves around the flesh
you work all week
to provide for the flesh
held hostage
captivity, slavery
too many excuses
you’re useless
save me
justify pushin’ poison
to feed your flesh
food, clothes and shelter
to please the flesh
revolutionary struggles
to free the flesh
not for God, the mind or soul
just the flesh
and you’re the best
needing your oppressor
to feed your flesh...
The original flesh
oh, the original man
you do what you can
but don’t understand
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that there’s more to a man
than just the flesh
you’re a pest
begging just to feed your flesh
if you give a man a fish
he eats for a day
but if you teach him to fish
he eats forever
then there’s more than the flesh
that keeps things together
The flesh doesn’t want you
the flesh doesn’t need you
if the flesh could,
the flesh would eat you
defeat you
mistreat you
it’s evil
what profit the flesh
when your mind is still miserable
hair and nails
shoes and clothes
getting your flesh dressed-up
neglecting your soul
judging me because of my flesh
no, because of my skin
I occupy this flesh
but I wont pretend
the flesh is a tool
to be used
to create and maintain
and to occupy the fools
in the physical realm
there is no rules
to achieve the flesh
you gots to believe the flesh
its a test
the good side and bad side

the flesh
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of the flesh
pleasure and pain
there’s a dark side to the flesh
disease
a moment of silence
to grieve
you starve the soul
but the flesh is your nucleus
Spiritual castration
you need a vacation
it’s a condition
psychological deviation
it deceives the flesh
don’t believe the flesh
you must resist the temptation
spiritual deprivation
mental frustration
the flesh calls the shots for you
manipulation
predatory savages
low-minded beasts
40 year old men plotting to feast
using their tongue to seduce the
chicks
to disease their flesh
reproducing yourself filthy scum
I detest
They say the good die young
well then the wicked become old men
What am I?
Am I the lust that makes up the flesh
....................
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Destined by Design
I passed the test of time
We are bound to the ground.
Obligation to none
but the ground
Santa Claus is real
The giver of blessings
I looked at the sun
Then I looked at man
Dealing with different aspects of life
Original thoughts
The color of truth,
The color of man
There are two types of people
Those who are righteous
And those who are not
I saw that man is hungry and desperate
The sun demonstrates righteousness
Whoever is in charge of the sun
must also be righteous.
I will use this as a determining factor in distinguishing good from bad.
Righteousness from wickedness
And examine the results thereof
The characteristics of the wicked
Selfishness, sadistic, torturous
Treacherous, murderer
Liar, thief, oppressor
I see entities attacking before I sleep and after
I wake They’re like small inter-dimensional or
oddly deformed creatures.
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And they manifest themselves as animals. Usually vicious dogs. They seem to create situations
which lead to extreme fear in order to drain
your energy.
Similar to a predator’s taste for adrenaline produced from intense fright
Righteousness isn’t wickedness
Wickedness are shadows in the presence of righteousness; In cracks, caves and crevices
It creeps and crawls like serpents hiding under
boards
It slides, it slithers
It also smiles to avoid exposure
Power, the mind
crime
The flesh, money
rage, wisdom
Vice
They’re more concerned with your demise
Than their own rise
I’m looking at the totality
The confounding fathers
The Iroquois confederation
The best parts of these
The ordinance of 1787
Share the consumption
Human drive, motivation
The confounding fathers came with STD’s
Seduced their way in the native’s good graces.
Prepping for the backstab, the double cross.
Treacherous betrayal
destined by design
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There is wealth in poverty
There is poverty in wealth
There is also health in disease
Topple the regime
Can the mind override genetics and hormones
Someone must suffer for the greater good
Is it better to do good to do bad
or to do bad to do good?
Good for good!
MLK threw his life away being selfless
For a people who are selfish
There is a $1.3 trillion trade deficit between
Blacks and all other members of American
society.
Thoughts and practice
I get rejected more times in one day than most
people do in a lifetime
The KKK is worse than the witch hunts of
England in the 16th century because they run
the government. Their history of terrorizing and
murdering Blacks throughout the 19th and 20th
and now 21st centuries aren’t demonized like
other worldwide atrocities
This is a foolish society who takes pride in being
arrogant and ignorant and selfish.
We really don’t know what really happened
during history.
By law we’re forced to accept the accounts of the
conquerers and oppressors.
I learned to never believe my enemies.
Your friends can also be enemies
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If they feed you lies and falsehood.
Problem solving
Focus on ailment
There is no white man or black man, just man
Every generation has to reproduce in pairs in
order to continue forward
Skin tone, hair texture, emotional stability and
intellectual capacity are the result of various
combinations of traits available in the gene pool
of both parents
Because of the isolated nature of most countries,
groups and societies for the past several thousands of years and the difficulty involved with
traveling vast distances until the last 150 years or
so, most nations of people are dealing with recycled isolated phenotypical traits in their particular gene pools. They call this race. Generations
trans-mutate with each proceeding generation
Objectively, if something such as genetics are
fickle enough to change, even at the behest of
the individual (Michael Jackson) it can’t be real.
Reality is stability. Change is illusion.
Aristotle said there was never a time when man
was not. The skin can change but the man can’t
stop being a man. A dog may have brown, white
or black fur but those colors will never make the
dog a man and vice versa.
The descendants of the American slave trade are
the most valuable people on Earth and are owed
trillions in reparations. Why? Value is measured
by rarity and durability, quality and endurance,
innovaiton, etc.
www.ignigma.com
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Most of the world’s value and innovations come
from a single particular people in America who
miraculously surived hundreds of years of slavery.
Various skin tones are a natural phenomenon not
unique to any particular nationality.
The most common tone is the pale peach. It is
contained on everyone’s hands. Chess is a game of
the dominant and recessive traits of a pair fighting
over supremacy. Majority rules
“let us use these Negroes and their prowess to
build us an empire”
I’ve noticed in my many years of observation that
children are free from bias, hatred and fear by
default. We can all reset to our default settings.
Half of your traits are deleted from the gene pool
while half is newly acquired every generation.
All traits battle for supremacy, compromise or annihilation. Based on the available informaiton and
reproduction will determine the subjective nature
of man
The fickle nature of man forever changes from generation to generations. The mind it also changes.
The current generation of flesh doesn’t exist nor
does the next until the end of time because there is
no stability in the identity. Humanity is an illusion
The only consistency is the mind
Supremacy is part of natural law. Only the strong
survive to the next generations
Wars, fights, sports, battles, litigation, conflict
resolution, competition are all to determine supremacy
The Olympic Games are set up to determine a
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country’s superiority in certain competitions
You have intellectual supremacy and physical
supremacy determined by imperical evidence and
observation in the present time and place. Then
you have deception and imposters proclaiming
supremacy without any imperical evidence, convincinly enough using movies, the media, educaiton and controlled filtered information tampering with history or mutilating historical figures:
Iconoclasm.
Or, in the stealing of inventions, innovations and
other intellectual property to give the appearace of
superiority and dominance.
Emotional endurance patience supremacy
The righteous are supreme above all
Supremacy determines the next generations of
man and all flesh
Cultural supremacy, nature determines supremacy objectively. It uses pure logic when calculating
and processing which genes will make it to the
next generation and which will not. Flesh is subjected to such immediate transformation
the only path is the righteous path (everything else is a
distraction)

destined by design
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Reality
tear drops
explosions
opened hands
behold them
mine eyes are opened
40 slaves
I sold them
I see men wasting
their lives on porches
drinking, smoking
thining about Porsches and bacon
hoping
to have a kingdom
is to be captain of your own dome
a night of pleasure
can’t last forever
I see no shame
abomination
2/3 of a man
a perpetual priion
used you to block my vision
The hell you create
Your self-determination
We’re symbolic beings
The naked soul
The naked truth
We’re the same person
In different bodies
Miscegenistic
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A tragic misfit
Too simplistic
Elevate the people’s mind
A mental morturary
Read the obituary
Deteriorated brain
Psychologically confiscated
The mind is vulnerable
Easily penetrated
Constantatly manipulated
Open other avenues
Escapism
Can’t go anywhere you choose
Racism
Desensitized society
No more Caleco Vision and Atari
Grand Theft Auto
Safari
Jacking and robbing
trying to keep up with Santa Claus
My father didn’t make enough momey
for food
on Christmas Eve
Stomach growling
watching reruns of Different
Strokes
.............................

reality
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